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Article abstract
ABSTRACT
They Are Just Like Us. But... Kinship and Gender Relations between Chimane
and " Inside People "
Amongst the supematural beings that inhabit the world of the Chimane in the
Bolivian Amazonia. the so-called " inside people " occupy a central place. Links
with them are established through the shamans who seek and find among
them spirit helpers as well as spouses with whom they have children. These
spirits are endowed with the dual status of " relatives " and " other people ".
two categories that are normally mutually exclusive and with which relations
occur on two différent planes : that of kinship and that of inter-ethnic relations,
itself geared to the pattern ordering the sexes. To be fully understood. relations
with " inside people " must therefore be considered on both these planes which
reveal themselves to be congruent. their conjunction forming a remarkably
balanced picture.
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